Abstract. Let A; B be two diagonal endomorphisms of the d-dimensional torus with corresponding eigenvalues relatively prime. We show that for any A-invariant ergodic measure , there exists a projection onto a torus T r of dimension r dim , that maps -almost every B-orbit to a uniformly distributed sequence in T r . As a corollary we obtain that the Hausdor dimension of any bi-invariant measure, as well as any closed bi-invariant set, is an integer.
Introduction
Let a; b > 1 be relatively prime integers, and let be a measure on T = R=Z which is invariant and ergodic for multiplication mod 1 by a. Host (1995) proved that if has positive entropy, then the sequence fb n xg n is uniformly distributed mod 1 for -almost every x 2 T.
Here we extend this to higher dimensions, where the Hausdor dimension of the measure plays a crucial role. All measures we consider are Borel probability measures. Denote by dim H S the Hausdor dimension of a set S, and for any measure , let PB n ?! r weakly. Consequently, PB n ?! r weakly as n ??! n= 2J 1, for some zero-density set J N.
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(ii) Let S T d be a closed set such that AS S and dim H S > 0. Then there exist an integer r dim S and a projection P : T d ?! T r with the following property: for some zero-density set J N we have PB n S ?! T r in the Hausdor metric as n ??! n= 2J 1.
The second part of Theorem 1.1 is related to the following conjecture of H. Furstenberg, mentioned in Lyons (1988) :
If p and q are multiplicatively independent integers and S T is a p-invariant in nite closed set, then q n S ?! T as n ?! 1.
Invariant sets for a single toral endomorphism can have fractional Hausdor dimension. Using Theorem 1.1 we show that the situation is di erent for sets invariant under two diagonal endomorphisms. (i) If is a measure on T d which is invariant under both A and B, then has integer dimension. Moreover, if is ergodic for the action of the semigroup hA; Bi and dim = r, then there exists a projection P : T d ?! T r such that P is Lebesgue measure on T r .
(ii) Every closed set S T d such that AS S and BS S has an integer Hausdor dimension. If dim H S = 0 then S is a nite set, and if dim H S = d then S = T d .
Remark: In both theorems, if A is scalar, i.e., A = aI, then the assumptions on B can be relaxed: it su ces that B has integer eigenvalues b 1 ; : : : ; b d such that (1) holds.
For d = 1, Theorem 1.2 is well known: Furstenberg (1967, Theorem IV.1) proved a strong version of the topological assertion, and Rudolph (1990) proved the measure-theoretic assertion, extending earlier work of Lyons (1988) . Berend (1983) considered a similar problem, and gave conditions on toral endomorphisms A 1 ; : : : ; A n under which every in nite closed multi-invariant subset must be T d . Berend's work, as well as the recent work of Katok and Spatzier (1996) , concern the irreducible case (no jointly invariant subspaces) and are thus complementary to the present paper.
The following proposition relates bi-invariant sets and measures: Proposition The proofs of all our results are simpler when one of the matrices is scalar, e.g., A = aI. On rst reading, the reader may want to restrict attention to this case.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we show how the two theorems can be deduced from certain lemmas on dimension and entropy and a generalization of a theorem in Meiri (1996) concerning the uniform distribution of orbits of an endomorphism. We also prove Proposition 1.3. In the non-scalar case we use a formula of Ledrappier and Young (1985) to relate entropy and dimension. We also need a theorem of Kenyon and Peres (1996) ensuring existence of invariant measures of full dimension. In Section 3 we prove the various lemmas. Section 4 contains the detailed formulation and proof of the aforementioned theorem on uniform distribution. Section 5 contains concluding remarks and unsolved problems.
Proofs of the main results
The proofs depend on the following lemmas, which will be proved in Sections 3 and 4.
Lemma 2.1. Let (X; B; ) be a probability space and let T; e T be two commuting measurepreserving transformations. Assume that is ergodic for the joint action of hT; e In the scalar case, i.e., when A = aI for some integer a with jaj > 1, the relation between entropy and dimension is simple, and was found by Billingsley (1965) : if is A-invariant and ergodic, then dim = h( ; A) log a : (2) When the a i are not all equal, the relation is less transparent. The correct analogue was found by Ledrappier and Young (1985) in a more general setting. Here we use the notation of Kenyon and Peres (1996) . Kenyon and Peres (1996) show that when is A-ergodic, d LY ( ; A) = dim . Our next two lemmas examine the situation in the non-ergodic case. (ii) By Lemma 2.4, there exists an A-invariant and ergodic measure supported on S with dim = dim H S. Since by the rst part PB n ?! r as n ??! n= 2J 1, we obtain supp(P B n ) ?! supp( r ) = T r as n ??! n= 2J 1;
and we are done. 
Strictly speaking, r and P depend on , but by (7) they are the same for -almost every . PB n ?! r :
As is B-invariant, P = r . Since a projection cannot increase dimension, dim dim r = r. But r dim , hence dim = r is an integer. Note that for d = r we get = d .
It remains to consider the case where is not ergodic for the action of hA; Bi. Let = R d ( ) be the ergodic decomposition of with respect to hA; Bi. The argument above implies that dim is an integer for -almost every . By Lemma 2.3, dim = ess-sup dim , so dim is an integer in this case as well.
(ii) Let S be a closed bi-invariant set. If S is in nite, then the projection of S on at least one of the coordinate axes is closed, in nite and bi-invariant. By Furstenberg (1967) it is the whole circle, hence dim H S 1.
In the general case, by 
Entropy and dimension
In this section we prove Lemmas 2.1{2.3.
Let (X; B; ; T) be a measure-preserving system, and denote by B T the -completion of the -algebra of T-invariant sets. Let be some nite measurable partition. Denote by n?1 0 = _ T ?1 _ : : : _ T ?n+1 the generated n-step past algebra. Given a partition , we denote by (x) the atom of containing x, and let I (x) = ? log ( (x)) be the corresponding information function. We have h ( 
by Rokhlin's theorem. We will call the SMB function determined by the transformation T and the partition .
Proof of lemma 2.1: We use the above notation. Since is T-invariant, once we show that it is e T-invariant as well, we will be done by the ergodicity assumption. Since f e T g is another set of ergodic T-invariant bres, this set coincides with f g by the uniqueness of the ergodic decomposition. Hence ( e Tx) = h( e T ; T) is the entropy of a factor of (X; ; T), and therefore ( e Tx) (x) . Since e T is measure-preserving,
must be e T-invariant. To compute Hausdor dimension of measures we need the following lemma, which can be found in Billingsley (1965 Here, following McMullen (1984), we can take Q " (x) to be a box which is an \approximate cube", i.e., Q " (x) contains a cube of side " containing x, and diam Q " (x)] C" for some constant C.
Proof of Lemma 2.2: The left-hand equality is true for every such that is ergodic, by Kenyon and Peres (1996) . For the right-hand equality, note that for i = Proof of Lemma 2.3: It is enough to prove the lemma for the ergodic decomposition; once we show this, for a coarser decomposition use the expression dim = ess-sup fdim : is an ergodic component of g;
to derive the assertion.
If (S) = 1, then (S) = 1 for almost every . Hence dim dim H S a.e., and so ess-sup dim dim H S. By de nition we get dim = inffdim H S : (S) = 1g ess-sup dim :
The inequality in the other direction is more di cult, and we rst show it in the scalar case A = aI. Let n log a -a.e.
From Billingsley's Lemma we conclude that dim . The proof in the general case follows Kenyon and Peres (1996) . We will indicate the proof in details in the 2-dimensional case A = m 0 0 n with m n. Here d LY ( ; A) = h( ; A) log n + 1 log m ? 1 log n h( 1 ; A 1 ) :
We have = ess-sup dim = ess-sup d LY ( ; A), and we need to prove that dim . Let = log m= log n. For (x; y) 2 T In a customary abuse of notation, we then substitute random variables for w i and x j ; we also write k instead of b kc in (12 This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.3, observe that (!) + (1 ? ) (!) log m = d LY ( ; A) -a.e. for almost every by (11) , and we are done in the same way as in the scalar case.
In the d-dimensional case, where A = diag(a 1 ; : : : ; a d ), we proceed as follows. We can 4. Uniform distribution of orbits and proof of Lemma 2.5 In this section we present a d-dimensional analogue of Theorem 6.1 of Meiri (1996) , dealing with uniform distribution of orbits of endomorphisms. In that paper only the 2-dimensional case was considered in detail. #fk; l : 0 k; l < a n ; k; l = 2 D; c k c l (mod a n )g=a n(1+") = 0:
We quote the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Meiri (1996) Note that if (16) holds for all non-zero vectors v 2 Z d , then fB n xg is uniformly-distributed for -almost every x 2 T d , by Weyl's criterion.
Proof. Since we need this theorem only for unit directions, i.e., when z is one of the vectors e 1 ; : : : ; e d from the standard basis, we will rst prove it in this case, and then indicate how the general case can be handled. For this particular case we may assume, without loss of generality, that z = e 1 . If v satis es (iii), then so does every multiple mv; thus it su ces to prove (16) = a n N 2 #f0 k; l < N : c k c l (mod a n )g:
As in Meiri (1996) , taking N a n it follows that g N (x) ?! 0 -a.e. When A = aI and z is an arbitrary integer vector with gcd(z) = 1, we proceed as follows. 4. Can the assumptions on A; B be relaxed, e.g., does it su ce to assume that a i ; b i are multiplicatively independent instead of relatively prime? After seeing a previous version of this paper, J-P. Thouvenot indicated to us an argument that extends Theorem 1.2(i) to this case, using the main result of Johnson (1992) 5. More generally, de ne two endomorphisms A; B to be strongly multiplicatively independent if for any common eigenvector v, the moduli of the corresponding eigenvalues are multiplicatively independent. We expect that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 should be valid for all such A; B.
6. Does every bi-invariant measure have the same dimension as its closed support?
